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Sub.:Accounting
I

of

Expenditure incurred under Feeder

mprovement Prog ramme.

Pursuant to the standing order No. 16101 issued vide order No.
Chairman (Discom)nAlF. |D.36 dated 20.06.2416 and as per
existing "Feeder lmprovement Programme" (FlP), various works are
being executed in the field to curb the losses and strengthening the
distribution system. These works are both of Capital as well as O&M
nature. But, it has been noticed that while placing work order proper
bifurcation of expenditure under categories "Capital nature work" and
"O&M nature work" is not made causing improper booking of
expenditure incurred for these works in contravention to Accounting
Standards.

ln view of above, following guidelines are hereby issued
order

to ensure proper accounting of

in

expenditure under capital

assets heads or O&M/R&M heads for strict compliance:

1. While preparing G-schedule and placing work order, the order
placing authority will analyse each activity to be carried out
considering the following basic principles to decide the booking
of expenditure under capital assets head or O&M head:

i.

Capital Expenditure - these expenditures includes cost
incurred on the acquisition of fixed assets and any
subsequent non-recurring nature expenditure that
increase/improve the earning capacity of the fixed assets.
Replacement of a major component that enhance the
useful economic life of assets is also covered under
capital expenditure.

ii.

O&M/R&M Expenditure Expenditures which are
recurring in nature and incurred to maintain current
working condition of capital assets.

\

2. After analysing each activity, total expenditure shall be
bifurcated in Capital and O&M nature expenditure and the
same shall clearly be mentioned on the work order.
3. It has also been observed that the field officers are submitting a

single consolidated requisition (indent) for material to be used
in different works/schemes due to which Circle Accounts
Officers are not in a position to book material in correct
scheme. lt is, therefore, directed that henceforth, scheme wise
material requisition (indent) will be submitted by the field
officers clearly mentioning the name of work/scheme so that
Circle Accounts Officer may book expenditure under correct
scheme accounting code head.
4.

It is further clarified that budget provision allocated under
"Feeder lmprovement Programme" shall be utilized against the
capital expenditure incurred on loss reduction programme
including purchase of material and related labour work.
Expenditure incurred on maintenance under loss reduction
programme shall be booked against budget head "R&M of Line
Cable Network". In case budget allocated under aforesaid
heads is not found sufficient, proposal shall be sent before end
of December,2016 to SE (Plan) under intimation to CAO (FM)
for re-allocation of budget.

5.

On the basis of above bifurcation in work order and scheme
name in SIN (indent), the Circle Accounts Officer shall ensure
that expenditures of capital nature are booked under capital
assets and O&M nature are booked under R&M accounting
head.
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